Cross Web Application Integration through a Shared Database

From architecture perspective:
- Sub systems are integrated into one system
- Shared functions for manipulating intermediate data such as gene/protein id archiving and project management, including sharing of intermediate results among pre-defined group members.

From functionality perspective:
- A variety of user interface across applications
- Browser-based GUI, in various frameworks
- Simple ones: access to remote data sources
- Advanced: integrate/analyze data sources
- Often lightweight app, focus on specific areas, one-application does not fit all
- A cross app integration pipeline is desirable

Considerations & Requirements in Designing Integration

**Considerations**
- Implementation, technical complexity
- Specific applications developed by each development group
- Pipeline across different NCIBI groups
- Different development priorities

**External:**
- Utilization, functional, usability
- Across whole Internet in general
- Large number of parties and users
- Unexpected settings:
- Network, permission, firewall

**Requirements**
- Use cases:
  - Nonlinear, explorative, repetitive
  - Diversified functional requirements
  - Long time spanning, incremental knowledge
- Data types:
  - Simple (GeneIDs, PMIDs, MeSH, Scores, etc)
  - Reusable (data common to many applications)
- Development setup:
  - Heterogeneous and changing (prototyping)
  - Application scope:
    - Target on different type of research and analysis

Integration Architecture: Our Choice
- Integration through shared database and core web services
  - Pro: Low dependency, high flexibility, no bottleneck, computable datasets, friendly to typical multi-session research use cases, loose coupling, low complexity, and expandable
  - Con: may require more user actions but often just a few clicks

We chose it over the following approaches because:
- Session-based techniques
  - Pro: integrated operation, easy to use (if work, often times not)
  - Con: unstable, lose data when session ends
- Embedded approaches
  - Pro: integrated UI, better usability for certain type of tasks
  - Con: Only fit in certain type of tasks, higher level of dependency
- Web-services only architecture
  - Pro: standard, loose coupling
  - Con: pre-fixed scenarios, bottleneck in collaborative development environment, fragmented datasets, not analysis friendly, hard to adapt in heterogeneous development environment

Design and Implementation

**Principles:**
- Agreement on data sharing approach
- Loose Coupling among apps
- Encapsulation of core function
- Composability: built larger system
- Abstraction of underlying services
- Performance: minimize overhead
- Usability: simple service calls
- Flexibility: adaptive to various NCIBI data sharing requirements

**Components:**
- Database schema is developed and deployed
- Syntactic/semantic interoperability among NCIBI web applications
- Centralized database repository for sharing
- Application-independent dataset operations
- Shared core dataset operating web services, e.g., read, write, and some dataset operations
- Group level and individual level dataset sharing
- Interoperability: app pipeline

We have created a web-based API for controlled access to the server supporting these functions: save data set, list all saved data sets, review the content of a data set. NCIBI is developing a common set of core services for external and internal integration of tools. We also have a demo session for a workflow that involves Gene2MeSH, PubAnatomy and MiMI database developed in NCIBI.
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